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Abstract—Space-ground integrated networks (SGINs) have
attracted substantial research interests due to their wide area
coverage capability, where spectrum sharing is employed between
the satellite and terrestrial networks for improving the spectral
efficiency (SE). We further improve the SE by conceiving a cell-
free system in SGINs, where the full-duplex (FD) multi-antenna
APs simultaneously provide downlink and uplink services at the
same time and within the same frequency band. Furthermore,
power domain (PD) non-orthogonal multiple access (NOMA) is
employed as the multiple access (MA) technique in the cell-free
system. To achieve a performance enhancement, the sum-rate
maximization problem is formulated for jointly optimizing the
power allocation factors (PAFs) of the NOMA downlink (DL), the
uplink transmit power, and both the beamformer of the satellite
and of the APs. Successive convex approximation (SCA) and
semi-definite programming (SDP) are adopted to transform the
resultant non-convex problem into an equivalent convex one. Our
simulation results reveal that 1) our proposed system outperforms
the well-known approaches (i.e., frequency division duplex (FDD)
and small cell systems) in terms of its SE; 2) our proposed
optimization algorithm significantly improves the networking
performance; 3) the conceived SIC order design outperforms
the fixed-order design at the same complexity.

Index Terms—Beamforming design, cell-free, full-duplex,
multiple-antenna NOMA, power allocation, SAGINs.

I. INTRODUCTION

FUTURE networks are expected to cope with the explosive
proliferation of wireless devices requiring seamless cov-

erage [1]. However, purely depending on terrestrial networks
cannot provide ubiquitous services at any place on the earth
[2], [3]. Hence, the framework of space-ground integrated net-
works (SGINs) is becoming ubiquitous in support of the global
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multimedia communications infrastructure [4], [5]. In contrast
to hybrid satellite-terrestrial networks (HSTNs), where the ter-
restrial components operate independently from the satellites,
the proposed evolved SGINs offer an opportunity for spectrum
sharing between the satellite and terrestrial networks to alle-
viate the spectrum scarcity problem [6]. However, given the
requirements of broadband services and the limited availability
of L and S-band spectral resources, frequency bands above 10
GHz (i.e., Ku and Ka bands) have been assigned for satellite
services [7]. Moreover, thanks to the maturing development
of mmWave techniques for the terrestrial layer, the lower
mmWave bands may find application in 6G [8]. Hence, it is of
paramount importance to study spectrum sharing in the context
of Ka-band between the satellite and terrestrial networks to
mitigate the spectrum scarcity of the sub-6 GHz bands. The
integration of networks increases their flexibility, exacerbates
their joint resource management [9]. Sophisticated techniques
have been proposed for the joint resource allocation in SGINs
[10], [11].

Recently, cell-free systems have been widely recognized as
a practically viable technique of mitigating the cell-edge prob-
lem as well as improving the energy efficiency, coverage, and
spectral efficiency (SE) [12]. In the cell-free system, multiple
access points (APs) having a small number of antennas are
geographically spread out and connected via the fronthaul link
to the central processing unit (CPU) for coordination and data
processing [13]. Since multiple APs can serve a group of users
without observing any cell boundaries, the cell-free system
is capable of providing macro-diversity gains by mitigating
fading, thereby enhancing the system performance [14]–[16].
On the other hand, power-domain (PD) non-orthogonal multi-
ple access (NOMA) has been widely advocated for improving
the number of users supported by allowing more than one
user to share a specific resource slot [17]. The combination
of NOMA with the cell-free technique has the potential of
reaping joint benefits in support of massive connectivity [18],
[19]. In contrast to the conventional small-cell NOMA where
the users are served by co-located antennas at an AP, in
cell-free systems, users are served by a group of distributed
antennas, which results in additional degrees-of-freedom for
improving networking performance.
A. Motivation and Contributions

Given the thirst for bandwidth, the terrestrial and satellite
networks may potentially benefit from spectrum sharing [20].
As a further promising technique, full-duplex (FD) cell-free
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Table I: BOLDLY AND EXPLICITLY CONTRASTING OUR CONTRIBUTIONS TO THE LITERATURE

Our Paper [21]-2020 [22]-2020 [23]-2020 [24]-2019 [25]-2019 [26]-2019 [27]-2017

Cell-free NOMA in SGINs X

Joint UL and DL design X

Cell-free architecture X X X X X X X

Power domain NOMA X X X X X

Full-duplex scheme X X

Multi-antenna APs X X X X X

NOMA offers tremendous potential in terms of improving
the SE for the following reasons: 1) the cell-free system
concept has the benefit of assigning the AP antennas close to
the users, hence reducing the propagation loss between them
as well as achieving improved load balancing; 2) the cell-
free system provides additional design flexibility for NOMA,
since each AP is capable of independent power allocation and
beamforming design; 3) the employment of FD and NOMA
facilitates spectrum sharing between the uplink (UL) and
downlink (DL) as well as among users, therefore may increase
the SE.

Inspired by the aforementioned advantages, in this paper,
we propose for the first time the NOMA-aided FD cell-
free SGINs concept for the improving the SE. However, the
interference among different networks due to the satellite-
terrestrial spectrum sharing as well as interference introduced
by the application of FD and NOMA (e.g., the residual self-
interference (SI), the co-channel interference (CCI), and the
inter-user interference (IUI)) results in non-negligible network-
ing performance degradation, and imposes challenges on the
resource management. Therefore, we conceive joint satellite
and terrestrial beamforming as well as power allocation for
mitigating the interference, hence enhance the sum-rate, while
taking into account the effects of realistic imperfect channel
estimation and the imperfect successive interference cancel-
lation (SIC). The main contributions of this paper are boldly
and explicitly contrasted to the state-of-the-art at a glance in
Table I. To elaborate:

• We propose FD cell-free NOMA aided SGINs, where
the satellite users (SUs) are served by the satellite di-
rectly within the same frequency band as the terrestrial
networks (Ka band). In the terrestrial layer, the FD-
enabled multiple-antenna APs support both the uplink
users (UUs) and the downlink users (DUs) within the
same time/frequency resource by relying on the cell-
free construction. Again, PD NOMA is employed as the
multiple access (MA) technique in the cell-free system.

• We formulate a sum-rate maximization problem for the
joint optimization of the NOMA DL power allocation
factors, of the UL transmit power and of the beamformer
of both the APs as well as of the satellite. The resultant
non-convex problem is solved by employing successive
convex approximation (SCA) and semi-definite program-
ming (SDP) methods. Additionally, we propose an effi-
cient SIC order configuration for the NOMA DL.

• We demonstrate the superiority of our proposed system

as well as of the optimization algorithm. Our numerical
results confirm that 1) the proposed system outperforms
the frequency division duplex (FDD) based cell-free
NOMA/OMA and FD cell-based NOMA systems in
terms of SE; 2) the sum-rate performance can be signifi-
cantly enhanced by employing our proposed optimization
algorithm; 3) the distributed multiple APs improve the
system’s design flexibility.

B. Organization and Notation
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section II

discusses the related prior art. The system model is introduced
in Section III. Then the optimization problem is formulated
in Section IV and the proposed optimization algorithm is
detailed in Section V. In Section VI, our simulation results
are discussed, demonstrating the performance enhancements
attained, followed by our conclusion in Section VII.

Notation: (·)†, Tr(·) and Rank(·) stand for the Hermitian
transpose, trace and rank of a matrix, ‖·‖ and |·| denote
the Euclidean norm and absolute value, CM×N defines the
complex space of M ×N , A � 0 means that matrix A is a
positive semi-definite matrix.

II. STATE-OF-THE-ART

The advantages of the SGINs concept have inspired both
industry and academia [28]–[30]. In this context, spectrum
sharing is a natural solution for the efficient exploitation of
the limited spectral resources as demonstrated in [31], [32]. In
[31], both the uplink and downlink interference was analyzed.
In [32], Liang et al. conceived an artificial intelligence based
spectrum sharing scheme for SGINs. In addition to spectrum
sharing, NOMA and other sophisticated techniques have been
proposed for SGINs for the improved SE [25].

A. Studies on NOMA aided SGINs

NOMA has been widely recognized as a promising tech-
nique of enhancing the SE by increasing the number of
users [17], therefore its application in SGINs has received
substantial research attention [20]. In [19], Zhu et al. in-
vestigated a general non-orthogonal SGINs downlink trans-
mission framework, in which both the beamforming and
power allocation was optimized for maximizing the system
capacity. In [25], Lin et. al studied the sum-rate maximization
problem of NOMA assisted SGINs by jointly designing the
beamforming and power allocation, where the satellite shares
the spectrum with terrestrial NOMA assisted cellular networks.
In [33], the energy efficiency and system capacity of NOMA-
based SGINs were maximized by jointly designing the user
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clustering, beamforming and power allocation. In [34], Li et
al. studied the sum secrecy rate maximization by designing
the beamforming of NOMA-based SGINs, where NOMA was
only employed in the terrestrial layer. Tang et al. [35] derived
the outage probability expressions of NOMA-based SGINs
by taking into account the impact of hardware impairments.
Furthermore, the authors of [36] derived the outage probability
of multiple-antenna relay-aided NOMA-based SGINs.
B. Studies on cell-free systems

Again, the cell-free system concept is promising, since it of-
fers improved spectral- and energy efficiency, albeit at the cost
of increasing the backhaul requirements [13]. The closed-form
downlink SE expression of cell-free systems was derived in
[26], while accounting for effects of channel estimation errors.
The authors of [37] studied the utility maximization problem
by designing the power control of APs in the downlink of
cell-free systems, where the SE, proportional fairness, and
harmonic rate were used as system-wide utility functions. The
authors of [38] proposed a non-orthogonal backhaul design for
cell-free massive MIMO systems, while the authors of [39]
studied the average downlink rate of cell-free systems with
an emphasis on pilot assignment algorithms. In [40], Wang et
al. studied the rate maximization problem in the downlink of
cell-free systems, where the bisection method was adopted for
the power control design.
C. Studies on NOMA assisted cell-free systems

The potential performance gains of combining the cell-free
and NOMA concepts have been widely investigated [12], [41].
The authors of [12] derived the asymptotic achievable rate of
NOMA aided cell-free systems by employing the stochastic
geometry approach, under the assumption of realistic im-
perfect successive cancellation (SIC). In [21], Rezaei et al.
derived closed-form sum-rate expressions for characterizing
the downlink of cell-free NOMA systems, where maximum
ratio transmission (MRT), full-pilot based zero-forcing (fpZF),
and modified regularized ZF (mRZF) were employed at the
APs. The authors of [22] proposed a power control scheme for
maximizing the minimal rate of users in the cell-free NOMA
system. The authors of [23] investigated the user clustering
issues of the cell-free NOMA downlink with the objective
of maximizing the sum-rate, where the resultant non-convex
problem was solved by learning-based algorithms. In [41], Li
et. al compared the sum-rate of NOMA-aided cell-free systems
to that of their OMA counterpart.

III. SYSTEM MODEL

The SGINs considered are shown in Fig. 1, where Ns SUs
are served by the satellite DL within the same frequency
band as the terrestrial networks. The FD cell-free NOMA
system is employed in the terrestrial layer, where M APs are
equipped with FD capability by relying on circulator-based
FD radio prototypes, and connected to the CPU via perfect
optical back-haul links [24]. All these APs simultaneously
serve KN downlink users (DUs) and Nu uplink users (UUs) in
the same time and frequency resources. Each AP is equipped
with Lm antennas, and the total number of antennas of all
APs is L =

∑M
m=1 Lm, while each user has a single antenna.

Specifically, for the uplink, the UUs simultaneously broadcast
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Figure 1: Illustration of the cell-free NOMA aided SGINs.

their signals to all APs and the received signal of all APs
can be aggregated and processed at the CPU. The DUs are
assigned into N clusters with K users per cluster and served
by all APs via the NOMA DL. Our proposed system offers
the following advantages 1) improving the sum-rate for a given
system bandwidth; 2) providing additional degrees-of-freedom
for the network design.

Despite the aforementioned potential, both the spectrum
sharing between satellite and terrestrial networks as well as
the FD scheme employed at APs, and the NOMA scheme
inflict additional interference (e.g., SI, CCI, and IUI), which
degrades the SE and imposes challenges on the optimization.
To be specific, both the desired signal and the interference
links of Fig. 1 are explicitly defined in Fig. 2 and the symbol
descriptions are shown in Table II.
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Figure 2: Signal and interference illustration of the FD cell-
free NOMA aided SGINs.

• In the cell-free UL, the UUs simultaneously transmit their
UL signals to all the APs, which causes IUI. The APs can
receive both the other APs’ DL signals as well as their
own DL signals, referred to as the inter-AP interference
(IAI) and the SI, respectively. Moreover, the APs can also
receive the satellite’s DL signals, termed as the inter-net
interference (INI).
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• In the cell-free DL, the DUs are served by all the APs via
the NOMA DL. Hence a DU’s received signals include
the signals of other DUs in the same cluster, termed as the
intra-cluster (IACI) interference, and the signals of other
clusters, defined as the inter-cluster interference (ICI), the
UL signals of the UUs, referred to as the CCI and the
satellite’s DL signals, defined as the INI.

• In the satellite DL, the SUs receive the satellite DL
broadcasting signals as well as the UL signals of the UUs
and the DL signals transmitted by the APs,

Table II: DESCRIPTION OF THE SYMBOLS

Symbol Definition

hm,n,k Channel between the DUn,k and the APm

hstn,k Channel vector between the DUn,k and the satellite

hsAPm Channel vector between the APm and the satellite

hm,j Channel vector between the APm and the SUj

hm,i Channel vector between the UUi and the APm

Gm,m′ Channel vector between the APm and the APm′

gn,k,i Channel between the UUi and the DUn,k

hsj Channel vector between the SUj and the satellite

hi,j Channel vector between the UUi and the SUj

pn,k Power allocation factors of the DUn,k

wm,n Beamforming vector of the n-th cluster at the m-th AP

ws Beamforming vector at the satellite

pui Uplink transmit power of the UUi

Γdn,k→k Achievable rate of the DUn,k

Γd
n,k̃→k Detecting rate of the DUn,k at the DUn,k̃

Γui Achievable rate of the UUi

Γj Achievable rate of the SUj

Pmax
AP Maximal transmit power of the AP

Ps Maximal transmit power of the satellite

Pmax
i Maximal transmit power of the UUi

πn(k) SIC order of the DUn,k

γdn,k , γui , γj Minimal required rate of DUn,k , UUi and SUj

p̃p Pilot transmit power

σ2, σ2
s Noise power

A. Signal Transmission
1) DL Transmission in Cell-free Systems: The DL sig-

nal of the n-th NOMA cluster can be expressed as sn =
K∑
k=1

√
pn,ksn,k, where sn,k is the DL signal of the DUn,k,

while pn,k is the power allocation factor of the DUn,k, which
is optimized in this paper. Then, the APm’s transmitted DL
signal can be expressed as

xm =

N∑
n=1

wm,nsn, (1)

where wm,n ∈ CLm×1 represents the beamforming vector of
the APm used for the n-th NOMA DL cluster. We first propose
the SIC order for NOMA users as seen in Remark 1.

Remark 1. Based on the NOMA principle, SIC is employed
to remove the intra-cluster interference. We define πn (k)
as the SIC order of the DUn,k, for any two users k and
l, πn (k) > πn (l) represents that the DUn,k detects the
DUn,l’s signal before detecting its own signal. Generally, the

users with the poor effective channel gains are allocated with
the higher power allocation factors and detected in priority.
Moreover, the effective channel gains are relevant to our
designed beamforming vectors wm,n and ws. Hence, the SIC
order of users may changed due to the changed value of
wm,n and ws after each optimization, which may lead to high
complexity as well as even to infeasibility. To develop a low-
complexity SIC order decision regime without relying on the
beamforming vectors, we propose a channel gain based SIC

order, explicitly, if
M∑
m=1
|hm,n,l|2 >

M∑
m=1
|hm,n,k|2, then we

have πn(l) > πn(k).

Once the SIC order is defined, the DL signal received by
the DUn,k after performing SIC can be expressed as

yn,k =

M∑
m=1

hm,n,kwm,n
√
pn,ksn,k︸ ︷︷ ︸

desired signal

+

M∑
m=1

hm,n,kwm,n

∑
πn(l)>πn(k)

√
pn,lsn,l︸ ︷︷ ︸

intra−cluster interference

+

Nu∑
i=1

√
pui gn,k,is

u
i︸ ︷︷ ︸

CCI

+

M∑
m=1

hm,n,k
∑
n′ 6=n

wm,n′sn′︸ ︷︷ ︸
ICI

+ hstn,kwsssat︸ ︷︷ ︸
INI

+nn,k,

(2)

where hm,n,k is the channel between the APm and the DUn,k,
pui is the UL transmit power of the UUi, gn,k,i is the channel
between the UUi and the DUn,k, sui is the UL signal of the
UUi, sn′ is the signal of the n′-th cluster, hstn,k ∈ C1×Ns

is the channel between the satellite and the DUn,k, ws ∈
CNs×1 is the beamforming vector of the satellite, ssat is the
satellite’s DL signal, and finally nn,k ∼ CN

(
0, σ2

)
represents

the additive white Gaussian noise (AWGN) having a noise
variance of σ2.

The achievable rate for the DUn,k detecting its own signal
is Rn,k→k = log2

(
1 + Γdn,k→k

)
, Γdn,k→k can be expressed

as

Γdn,k→k =

pn,k

∣∣∣∣ M∑
m=1

hm,n,kwm,n

∣∣∣∣2
χn,k

, (3)

where χn,k is the interference at the DUn,k, χn,k =∑
πn(l)>πn(k)

∣∣∣∣ M∑
m=1

hm,n,kwm,n
√
pn,l

∣∣∣∣2 +
Nu∑
i=1

pui |gn,k,i|
2

+σ2 +

N∑
n′ 6=n

∣∣∣∣ M∑
m=1

hm,n,kwm,n′

∣∣∣∣2 +
∣∣∣hstn,kws

∣∣∣2.

Furthermore, for any DUn,k̃ satisfies πn(k̃) > πn(k), the
achievable rate for the DUn,k̃ to detect the DUn,k’s signal is
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Γui =
pui
∣∣aZFi hui

∣∣2
Nu∑

i′=1,i′ 6=i
pui′
∣∣aZFi hui′

∣∣2 +
N∑
n=1

∣∣∣∣ M∑
m′=1

aZFi Gm′wm′,n

∣∣∣∣2 +
∣∣aZFi hsAPws

∣∣2 + σ2
∥∥aZFi ∥∥2

. (6)

Rn,k̃→k = log2

(
1 + Γd

n,k̃→k

)
, where we have

Γd
n,k̃→k =

M∑
m=1

pn,k

∣∣∣hm,n,k̃wm,n

∣∣∣2
χn,k̃

, (4)

where χn,k̃ can be expressed as χn,k̃ =
N∑

n′ 6=n

∣∣∣∣ M∑
m=1

hm,n,k̃wm,n′

∣∣∣∣2 +
Nu∑
i=1

pui

∣∣∣gn,k̃,i∣∣∣2 +
∣∣∣hst
n,k̃

ws

∣∣∣2 +

∑
πn(l)>πn(k)

pn,l

∣∣∣∣ M∑
m=1

hm,n,k̃wm,n

∣∣∣∣2 + σ2.

Remark 2. Equation (2) is the signal model relying on perfect
SIC, while the residual interference of previously detected
signals has to be considered for realistic imperfect SIC1.

2) UL Transmission in Cell-free Systems: Due to spectrum
sharing and the FD scheme, the UL signals received by the
APm include the UUs’ signals, the DL signals transmitted by
the APs, the SI of the APm and the satellite DL signals. The
UL signal received by the APm can be expressed as

yum =

Nu∑
i=1

√
pui h

u
m,is

u
i +

M∑
m′=1

N∑
n=1

Gm,m′wm′,nsn

+ hsAPmwsssat + nm,

(5)

where pui is the transmit power of the UUi, hm,i is the channel
vector between the UUi and the APm, Gm,m′ ∈ CLm×Lm′
denotes the channel between the APm and the APm′ , hsAPm
is the channel between the satellite and the APm, while nm
denotes the AWGN.

Given the received vector a at the APm, the UUi’s signal
received by the APm can be expressed as rum,i = am,iy

u
m,

and the final aggregate received signal can be expressed

as rui =
M∑
m=1

rum,i. When employing the popular zero

forcing (ZF) detection at the APs, the achievable rate of
the UUi is Ri = log2 (1 + Γui ), where Γui can be ex-
pressed as (6), where we have aZFi

∆
=
[
aZF1,i , ...,a

ZF
M,i

]
∈

C1×L, hui
∆
=
[
hu1,i

T , ...,huM,i
T
]T
∈ CL×1, and GT

m′
∆
=[

GT
1,m′ · · ·GT

M,m′

]T ∈ CL×Lm′ .
3) DL Signal Transmission of the Satellite: The satellite

broadcasts the same signal ssat in its DL to all the SUs in
a beam, where ssat satisfies E

[
|ssat|2

]
= 1. The received

1For the imperfect SIC, we have χm,n,k =∑
πn(l̃)<πn(k)

δl̃

∣∣∣∣∣ M∑m=1
hm,n,kwm,n

∣∣∣∣∣
2

+
∑

πn(l)>πn(k)

pn,l

∣∣∣∣∣ M∑m=1
hm,n,kwm,n

∣∣∣∣∣
2

+
∑
n′ 6=n

∣∣∣∣∣ M∑m=1
hm,n,kwm,n′

∣∣∣∣∣
2

+
Nu∑
i=1

pui
∣∣gn,k,i∣∣2 +

∣∣∣hstn,kws∣∣∣2 + σ2,

where the first term is the residual interference of the previously detected
NOMA users due to the imperfect SIC.

signal of the SUj can be expressed as

ysj = hsjwsssat︸ ︷︷ ︸
desired signal

+

M∑
m=1

N∑
n=1

hm,jwm,nsn +

Nu∑
i=1

√
pui hi,js

u
i︸ ︷︷ ︸

INI

+ nj ,
(7)

where hsj ∈ C1×Ns represents the channel between the
satellite and the SUj , ws ∈ CNs×1 denotes the satellite’s
beamforming vector, hm,j ∈ C1×Lm is the channel between
the APm and the SUj , hi,j denotes the channel between the
UUi and the SUj , while nj ∼ CN

(
0, σ2

s

)
is the AWGN

having the noise variance of σ2
s . Hence, the achievable rate

of the SUj can be expressed as Rj = log2 (1 + Γj), where
we have

Γj =

∣∣hsjws

∣∣2
N∑
n=1

∣∣∣∣ M∑
m=1

hm,jwm,n

∣∣∣∣2 +
Nu∑
i=1

pui |hi,j |
2

+ σ2
s

. (8)

IV. PROBLEM FORMULATION

Based on the signal transmission model of Section III-A,
we formulate our sum-rate maximization problem by jointly
optimizing the power allocation of the NOMA DL, the trans-
mit power of the UL, and the beamformer of both the APs
and of the satellite as:

max
w,p,
pu,ws

N∑
n=1

K∑
k=1

log2

(
1 + Γdn,k→k

)
+

Nu∑
i=1

log2 (1 + Γui ) (9a)

s.t.
N∑
n=1

‖wm,n‖2 ≤ Pmax
AP , ∀m, (9b)

‖ws‖2 ≤ Ps, (9c)
K∑
k=1

pn,k = 1, ∀n, (9d)

0 < pn,k < 1,∀n, k, (9e)
0 ≤ pui ≤ Pmax

u , ∀i, (9f)∣∣∣∣∣
M∑
m=1

hm,n,k̃wm,n

∣∣∣∣∣
2

≥

∣∣∣∣∣
M∑
m=1

hm,n,kwm,n

∣∣∣∣∣
2

,

if πn(k̃) > πn(k),∀n, k,

(9g)

log2

(
1 + Γd

n,k̃→k

)
≥ log2

(
1 + Γdn,k→k

)
,

if πn(k̃) > πn(k), ∀n, k,
(9h)

log2

(
1 + Γdn,k→k

)
≥ γdn,k, ∀n, k, (9i)

log2 (1 + Γui ) ≥ γui , ∀i, (9j)
log2 (1 + Γj) ≥ γj , ∀j, (9k)
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Γdn,k→k =
pn,kTr (Hn,kWn)∑

πn(l)>πn(k)

pn,lTr (Hn,kWn) +
∑
n′ 6=n

Tr (Hn,kWn′) + Tr (puGn,k) + Tr
(
Hst
n,kWs

)
+ σ2

. (10)

Γd
n,k̃→k =

pn,kTr
(
Hn,k̃Wn

)
∑

πn(l)>πn(k)

pn,lTr
(
Hn,k̃Wn

)
+
∑
n′ 6=n

Tr
(
Hn,k̃Wn′

)
+ Tr

(
puGn,k̃

)
+ Tr

(
Hst
n,k̃

Ws

)
+ σ2

. (11)

where w is the DL beamforming matrix of all the APs, p
is the power allocation factor matrix of the NOMA DL, pu

is the UL transmit power matrix of all the UUs, and ws is
the satellite’s beamforming vector. Furthermore, (9b) denotes
the beamforming design of the APs, which implies that the
transmit power of each AP is limited by the maximum power
budgets Pmax

AP , (9c) represents the relationship of beamforming
and the power control of the satellite, where Ps denotes the
total power of the satellite. To expound further, (9d) and (9e)
denote the power allocation constraints of the NOMA DL,
(9f) is the transmit power constraint of the UUs, (9g) is to
guarantee the higher channel gain of the k̃-th user once we
define the k̃-th user is detected after the k-th user, hence
maintaining the fairness with the given SIC order. (9h) is to
guarantee that the SIC can be carried out, and finally, (9i)-
(9k) are used for guaranteeing the minimal required rate of
the DUs, of the UUs, and of the SUs, where γdn,k, γui and γj
denote their minimal required rates, respectively.

V. PROPOSED JOINT OPTIMIZATION DESIGN

In this section, we develop a joint beamforming and
power allocation design for addressing the non-convexity
of problem (9) by employing SCA and SDP methods. To
find a sub-optimal solution, we first transform (9) into an
equivalent SDP problem with rank-one constraints. Upon
defining Wn = wnw†n and Ws = wsw

†
s, where wn =

[wT
1,n, ...,w

T
m,n]T ∈ CL×1 denotes the beamforming vector

for the n-th cluster of all APs. Note that Wn and Ws have
to be rank-one positive semi-definite (PSD) matrices, i.e.,
Wn � 0, Ws � 0, and Rank (Wn) = 1, Rank (Ws) = 1.
Therefore, Γdn,k→k can be expressed as (10), where we have
hn,k = [h1,n,k, ...,hM,n,k] ∈ C1×L, pu = diag(pu1 , ..., p

u
Nu

),
gn,k = [gn,k,1, ..., gn,k,Nu ]. Furthermore, Hn,k = h†n,khn,k ∈
CL×L, Gn,k = g†n,kgn,k, and Hst

n,k = (hstn,k)†hstn,k. Similarly,
Γn
n,k̃→k in (9h) can be expressed as (11). Furthermore, Γui and

Γj can be reformulated as in (12) and (13).

Γui =
pui ηi,i∑

i′ 6=i
pui′ηi,i′ +

N∑
n=1

Tr(ÃWn) + Tr(ÂWs) + σ2
∥∥aZFi ∥∥2

,

(12)

Γj =
Tr(Hs

jWs)

N∑
n=1

Tr (HjWn) +
Nu∑
i=1

pui |hi,j |
2

+ σ2
s

, (13)

where in (12), we have ηi,i =
∣∣aZFi hui

∣∣2, ηi,i′ =∣∣aZFi hui′
∣∣2(i′ 6= i), ã = aZFi G, and â = aZFi hsAP . Fur-

thermore, we have Ã = ã†ã ∈ CL×L, and Â = â†â.
In (13), we have Hs

j = (hsj)
†hsj , and Hj = h†jhj , where

hj = [h1,j , ...,hM,j ] ∈ C1×L.

Then the optimization problem (9) can be reformulated as

max
w,p,
pu,ws

N∑
n=1

K∑
k=1

log2

(
1 + Γdn,k→k

)
+

Nu∑
i=1

log2 (1 + Γui )

(14a)
s.t. Rank (Wn) = 1,∀n, (14b)

Rank (Ws) = 1, (14c)
N∑
n=1

Tr ([Wn]m) ≤ Pmax
AP ,∀m, (14d)

Tr (Ws) ≤ Ps, (14e)
Wn � 0,∀n, (14f)
Ws � 0, (14g)

Tr
(
Hn,k̃Wn

)
≥ Tr (Hn,kWn) , if πn(k̃) > πn(k),

(14h)
(9d)− (9f), (9h)− (9k), (14i)

where [Wn]m ∈ CLm×Lm denotes elements between the
[(m−1)Lm+1, (m−1)Lm+1]-th element and [mLm,mLm]-
th element in Wn.
Remark 3. The optimization problem (14) is equivalent to
the original problem if and only if the rank-one constraint
is satisfied. When the rank-one constraint is guaranteed, the
vectorial solution of (9) can be retrieved from the matrix
solution of (14). However, even if the rank-one constraint is
satisfied, the objective function (14a) and constraints (9h)-(9k)
are still non-convex.

We first tackle the non-convex nature of the objective
function (14a). The first term of (14a) can be reformulated

as
N∑
n=1

K∑
k=1

log2 e ln

(
(pn,k+

∑
πn(l)>πn(k)

pn,l)Tr(Hn,kWn)+φn,k∑
πn(l)>πn(k)

pn,lTr(Hn,kWn)+φn,k

)
,

where we have φn,k = Tr (puGn,k) +
∑
n′ 6=n

Tr (Hn,kWn′) +

Tr
(
Hst
n,kWs

)
+ σ2. Then, we introduce a set of auxiliary

variables {xn,k}, {yn,k} to relax the numerator and denomi-
nator so that we have [25]

exn,k ≤ (pn,k +
∑

πn(l)>πn(k)

pn,l)Tr (Hn,kWn) + φn,k, (15)

eyn,k ≥
∑

πn(l)>πn(k)

pn,lTr (Hn,kWn) + φn,k. (16)
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Therefore, the first term of (14a) can be then formulated as the

convex linear expression log2 e
N∑
n=1

K∑
k=1

(xn,k−yn,k). Similarly,

we introduce another set of auxiliary variables {xi} and {yi}
to transform the second term of (14a) into the linear expression

of log2 e
Nu∑
i=1

(xi − yi) as

exi ≤
Nu∑
i′=1

pui′ηi,i′+

N∑
n=1

Tr(ÃWn)+Tr(ÂWs)+σ2
∥∥aZFi ∥∥2

,

(17)

eyi ≥
∑
i′ 6=i

pui′ηi,i′ +

N∑
n=1

Tr(ÃWn) + Tr(ÂWs) +σ2
∥∥aZFi ∥∥2

.

(18)
Then, the optimization problem can be reformulated as

max
Wn,p,
pu,Ws

log2 e

N∑
n=1

K∑
k=1

(xn,k − yn,k) + log2 e

Nu∑
i=1

(xi − yi)

(19a)
s.t. (14b)− (14i), (15)− (18). (19b)

In (19), the objective function (19a) is convex after introducing
new non-convex constraints (15), (16), and (18). We first
replace the constraint (15) by the following relaxed convex
constraints by using the S-Procedure method [42] as

Qn,k
∆
=

pn,k +
∑

πn(l)>πn(k)

pn,l λn,k

λn,k Tr (Hn,kWn)

 � 0,

(20)

exn,k ≤ λ̃n,kλn,k − λ̃2
n,k + φn,k, (21)

where the right-hand-side of (21) follows from the lower
bound obtained by the first-order Taylor expansion of λ2

n,k at
the feasible point λ̃n,k. Given the constraint (16), since eyn,k
is convex with respect to yn,k, its linearized lower bound at
the given point ỹn,k is given by

eyn,k ≥ eỹn,k (yn,k − ỹn,k + 1) . (22)

We then further introduce the variables {an,k} to address the
multiplication of variables in the right-hand-side of (16) such
that

eỹn,k (yn,k − ỹn,k + 1) ≥ a2
n,k + φn,k, (23)

where {an,k} should satisfy

a2
n,k ≥

∑
πn(l)>πn(k)

pn,lTr (Hn,kWn) . (24)

Furthermore, by introducing slack variables {bn,k} so that

bn,k ≥ Tr (Hn,kWn) , (25)

the non-convex constraint (24) can be further replaced by∑
πn(l)>πn(k)

pn,l ≤
ã2
n,k

b̃n,k
+

2ãn,k (an,k − ãn,k)

b̃n,k

−
ã2
n,k(bn,k − b̃n,k)

b̃2n,k
.

(26)

Due to the convexity of the function f (x, y)
∆
= x2

y with
respect to x and y with (x, y) ∈ R++, the right-hand-side
of (26) denotes the lower bound of

b2n,k
an,k

obtained by the
first-order Taylor expansion at the feasible point (ãn,k, b̃n,k).
Furthermore, (18) can be transformed into

eỹi (yi − ỹi + 1) ≥
∑
i′ 6=i

pui′ηi,i′ +

N∑
n=1

Tr(ÃWn)

+ Tr(ÂWs) + σ2
∥∥aZFi ∥∥2

,

(27)

where ỹi is the Taylor expansion’s feasible point. Then the
optimization problem (19) can be reformulated as

max
Wn,p,pu,Ws,
xn,k,yn,k,xi,yi

log2 e

N∑
n=1

K∑
k=1

(xn,k − yn,k) +

Nu∑
i=1

(xi − yi)

(28a)
s.t. (14b)− (14i), (17), (20), (21), (23), (25)− (27).

(28b)

However, problem (28) is still non-convex due to the con-
straints (9h)−(9k). We first relax (9h) as log2

(
1 + Γd

n,k̃→k

)
≥

γ̄, which indicates that the SIC can be performed when
the achievable rate for the DUn,k̃ to detect the DUn,k’s
signal is higher than the threshold γ̄. Therefore, (9h) can be
reformulated as

(pn,k − ζ̄
∑

πn(l)>πn(k)

pn,l)Tr
(
Hn,k̃Wn

)
− ζ̄φn,k̃ ≥ 0, (29)

where ζ̄ = (2γ̄ −1). Upon recalling the S-procedure, (29) can
be replaced by the following convex constraintspn,k − ζ̄

∑
πn(l)>πn(k)

pn,l ς k̃n,k

ς k̃n,k Tr
(
Hn,k̃Wn

)
 � 0, (30)

ς̃ k̃n,kς
k̃
n,k − (ς k̃n,k)2− (2γ̄ − 1)φn,k̃ ≥ 0, πn(k̃) > πn(k), (31)

where the left-hand-side of (31) comes from the first-order
Taylor expansion of (ς k̃n,k)2 at the feasible point ς̃ k̃n,k. Similarly,
(9i) can be replaced by the following convex constraints:pn,k − (2γ

d
n,k − 1)

∑
πn(l)>πn(k)

pn,l ς ′n,k

ς ′n,k Tr (Hn,kWn)

 � 0,

(32)

ς̃ ′n,kςn,k − (ς̃ ′n,k)2 − (2γ
d
n,k − 1)φn,k ≥ 0. (33)

For constraints (9j) and (9k), we can readily obtain their
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equivalent convex expressions as

pui ηi,i − (2γ
u
i − 1)

∑
i′ 6=i

pui′ηi,i′ +

N∑
n=1

Tr(ÃWn)


− (2γ

u
i − 1)

(
Tr(ÂWs) + σ2

∥∥aZFi ∥∥2
)
≥ 0,

(34)

and

Tr(Hs
jWs)− (2γj − 1)

(
N∑
n=1

Tr (HjWn) +

Nu∑
i=1

pui |hi,j |
2

)
− (2γj − 1)σ2

s ≥ 0.
(35)

Based on the aforementioned transformations and approxi-
mations, all the constraints can be approximated by convex
constraints and the rank-one constraints can be provably
satisfied. Hence, we drop the rank-one constraint in order to
obtain a relaxed version. We finally arrive at the following
convex problem, which can be solved efficiently by off-the-
shelf solvers.

max
Φ

log2 e

N∑
n=1

K∑
k=1

(xn,k − yn,k) +

Nu∑
i=1

(xi − yi) (36a)

s.t.
(9d)− (9f), (14d)− (14h), (17), (20), (21), (23),
(25)− (27), (30)− (35),

(36b)

where Φ
∆
= {Wn,Ws, pn,k, p

u
i , xn,k, yn,k, xi, yi, λn,k, an,k,

bn,k, ς
k̃
n,k, ς

′
n,k} defines the optimization variables, and Φ̃

∆
=

{ỹn,k, ỹi, λ̃n,k, ãn,k, b̃n,k, ς̃ k̃n,k, ς̃ ′n,k} is the feasible set updated
after each iteration. Finally, the proposed jointly optimized
beamforming and optimal power (OBOP) allocation procedure
is summarized in Algorithm 1. The proof of its relaxed rank-
one constraint, its convergence and complexity discussions are
given as follows.

Remark 4. In our proposed algorithm, an inappropriate initial
set Φ̃

(0)
may lead to a heavy computational complexity and

infeasibility of the proposed algorithm. The feasible initializa-
tion of Φ̃

(0)
can be obtained by the algorithm in [25].

Remark 5. For the beamforming vector wn obtained,
wn [(m− 1)Lm + 1 : mLm] denotes the beamforming vector
used for the n-th NOMA cluster at the m-th AP.

Theorem 1. The optimal solutions W∗
n and W∗

s obtained are
always rank-one matrices, despite the relaxation of the rank
constraint. The proof is similar to that in [42], hence we omit
it for brevity.

A. Convergence Analysis

We define the obtained solution and the feasible point of
(36) at the κ-th iteration as Φ(κ) and Φ̃(κ) . Due to the form of
objective function of (36), we have yκn,k ≤ ỹκn,k. Furthermore,
according to [25], we have

eỹ
(κ+1)
n,k =

∑
πn(l)>πn(k)

p
(κ)
n,lTr

(
Hn,kW

(κ)
n

)
+ φ

(κ)
n,k

≤ eỹ
(κ)
n,k

(
y

(κ)
n,k − ỹ

(κ)
n,k + 1

) (a)

≤ ey
(κ)
n,k ,

(37)

Algorithm 1: Jointly optimized beamforming and op-
timal power (OBOP) allocation algorithm
Initialization: Set the randomly distributed APs and
users;
Generate channels hm,n,k, hstn,k, hm,i, hsAPm , hsj ,
hm,j , Gm,m′ , hi,j , gn,k,i;

Set the tolerance of iteration accuracy δ̃, the max
iteration time Imax, the initial iteration index κ = 0,
and the initial set Φ̃(0);

while κ ≤ Imax and δ̂ > δ̃ do
κ = κ+ 1;
Solve (36) to obtain the solution Φ(κ) and the
obhective value F (κ);

Update Φ̃(κ) by the obtained solution Φ(κ) similar
as [25] ;

Update the iteration accuarcy δ̂ =
∣∣F (κ) −F (κ−1)

∣∣;
end
Using singular value decomposition (SVD) to W

(κ)
n

and W
(κ)
s to obtain wn and ws;

Output: Beamforming vectors at APs and the satellite,
UL transmit power of UUs, power allocation factors of
NOMA users.

where (a) holds due to the first-order Taylor expansion. Hence
it may be readily shown that ỹ(κ+1)

n,k ≤ y(κ)
n,k.

Furthermore, we have σ2 ≤ eỹ
(κ)
n,k ≤ ∞. Therefore, y(κ)

n,k is
a bounded monotonic function and converges as the iteration
index κ increases. Meanwhile, we have ỹ(κ+1)

n,k ≤ yκn,k ≤ ỹ
(κ)
n,k,

hence y(κ)
n,k also converges. Similarly, we have

eỹ
(κ+1)
i ≤ eỹ

(κ)
i

(
y

(κ)
i − ỹ(κ)

i + 1
)
≤ ey

(κ)
i , (38)

Similarly, y(κ)
i and ỹ(κ)

i are guaranteed to be converged. Our
proposed algorithm is guaranteed to converge.
B. Complexity Analysis

Observe that the complexity of our proposed algo-
rithm depends on the SDP procedure, whose complexity is
O
[
Imax

(
msdpn

3.5
sdp +m2

sdpn
2.5
sdp +m3

sdpn
0.5
sdp

)]
, where msdp

is the number of semidefinite constraints, nsdp denotes the
dimension of semidefinite cone and Imax is the number of
iterations. To find the optimal SIC order, the complexity of
exhaustively searching all possible combinations is O[N(K!)],
and the complexity of our proposed SIC order checking is
O (1).

VI. SIMULATION RESULTS

In this section, we provide representative simulation results
for quantifying the performance of our proposed algorithm,
when relying on realistic imperfect SIC and imperfect channel
estimation. The simulation parameters without specific defini-
tions are summarized at a glance in Table III. The satellite
channel and terrestrial channel models are given as follows.
A. Channel Setups

1) Satellite Channel: The satellite channel is characterized
in terms of its large-scale and small-scale fading. The instan-

taneous free-space path-loss is expressed as CL =
(

c
4πfcds

)2

,
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and the power of noise σ2
s can be expressed as σ2

s = KBTW
[43]. Ih these equations, KB is the Boltzman constant, KB =
1.38×10−23 J/K, T is the receiver’s noise temperature, c is the
speed of light, W is the carrier’s bandwidth, fc is the carrier
frequency, and ds is the distance between the satellite and
the terrestrial components, which can be further expressed as
ds = d2

h+d2
u, where dh is the satellite’s altitude and du is the

distance from the beam’s center to the terrestrial components.

Moreover, we consider another satellite-terrestrial channel
model, namely that used in 3GPP TR 38.811 [44]. The signal
suffers from the following path-loss

PL = PLb + PLg + PLs + PLe, (39)

where PL is the total path loss, PLb is the propagation path
loss, PLg is the attenuation due to atmospheric gasses, PLs
is the attenuation due to either ionospheric or tropospheric
scintillation, and PLe is the building penetration loss. For the
simplicity, we only consider the propagation path loss PLb as
well as the rain and cloud attenuation formulated as

CL = PLb + arain, (40)

where we have PLb = FSPL(ds, fc) + SF + Ccl(α, fc),
FSPL(ds, fc) = 32.45 + 20 log10 (fc) + 20 log10 (ds), SF is
the shadow fading loss represented by a random number gen-
erated by the normal distribution, i.e., SF ∼ N

(
0, σ2

SF

)
, and

Ccl(α, fc) is the clutter loss. The value of σ2
SF and Ccl(α, fc)

can be found in [44]. We set these parameters to σ2
SF = 4dB,

Ccl(α, fc) = 33dB, respectively. Furthermore, the rain atten-
uation arain varies with the rainfall intensity. Specifically, the
rainfall can be clarified into light rain, moderate rain, and
heavy rain, whose rainfall intensity is 1 mm/hour, 4 mm/hour,
and 16 mm/hour. The corresponding rain attenuation value
arain is 1.5dB, 5.6dB, and 16dB, respectively [45].

The satellite’s beam gain can be expressed as [43]

ϑ (θ) = ϑ̃

(
J1 (ρ)

2ρ
+36

J3 (ρ)

ρ3

)
, (41)

where θ is the angular separation of the users from the
satellite’s beam center, ϑ̃ is the antenna gain at the users, J (·)
is the Bessel function, ρ = 2.07123 sin θ

sin θ3dB
, and θ3dB is the

3dB beam-width. The small-scale fading of satellite channels
can be modeled by Shadowed-Rician fading [43].

2) Terrestrial Channel: The channel Gm,m′ between any
two APs m and m′ can be modeled as [24]

Gm,m′ =


√
ρSIG

SI
m,m, if m = m′,

GAA
m,m′ , otherwise,

(42)

where GSI
m,m denotes the SI channel which interferes with the

receive of UL signals due to the co-current DL transmission at
APm, GAA

m,m′ denotes the channel between any two different
APs, while ρSI is the residual SI level after interference
cancellation. Similar to [24], [46], we model GSI

m,m by the
Rician distribution having a low Rician factor, which is set
to 0.1, while the other channels in the terrestrial layer are
modeled by Rayleigh fading, and their large-scale path-loss

can be formulated as [24]

β = 10
PL(d)+σshnsf

10 , (43)

where nsf ∼ N (0, σsh) represents the shadow fading, σsh is
the standard deviation of nsf having the value of 8dB, and
PL (d) can be expressed as [24], [39]

PL (d) =− 140.7− 35log10 (d) + 20c0log10

(
d

d0

)
+ 15c1log10

(
d

d1

)
,

(44)

where d is the distance between transceivers, ci =

max
{

0, di−d|di−d|

}
, where di denotes the reference distance,

i ∈ {0, 1}.
Furthermore, we consider the channel estimation in the cell-

free system as follows.
3) Terrestrial Channel Estimation: To complete the channel

estimation procedure, the terrestrial users first transmit their
pilot signals to the APs before their signal transmission. Then
the APs determine both the beamforming vectors as well
as transmit power by relying on the estimated channels. In
this part, first the channel estimation procedure is considered,
followed by the derivation of the corresponding estimation
error.

To be specific, the DUs and the UUs send their training
sequences in different intervals2: in the first phase, the UUs
send their pilots to the APs, while the DUs transmit their pilots
to the APs during the second phase [24].

We assume that all the DUs simultaneously transmit their
pilot sequences to the APs, and the pilot signal received at the
APm is formulated as

Ym =
√
τ p̃p

N∑
n=1

K∑
k=1

hTm,n,kϕ
†
n,k + Nm, (45)

where ϕn,k ∈ Cτ×1 is the pilot sequence of the DUn,k (the
k-th DU in the n-th cluster), which satisfies ‖ϕn,k‖2 = 1.
Furthermore, τ is the length of pilot sequence3, p̃p is the pilot’s
transmit power, hm,n,k ∈ C1×Lm is the channel between
the DUn,k and the APm, and Nm ∈ CLm×τ is the AWGN
matrix obeying Nm ∼ CN

(
0, σ2I

)
. Upon using the classic

minimum mean-square error (MMSE) channel estimation [21],
the estimated channel is given by

ĥm,n,k =

√
τ p̃pβm,n,k

σ2 + τ p̃p
N∑

n′=1

K∑
k′=1

βm,n′,k′ |ϕ†n,kϕn′,k′ |2
ỹm,n,k,

(46)
where ỹm,n,k = Ymϕn,k, βm,n,k is the large-
scale fading of the link between the APm and the
DUn,k . We denote the channel estimation error by
δm,n,k = hm,n,k − ĥm,n,k, which follows δm,n,k ∼

2Naturally, the slots used for pilot transmission will reduce the system’s
throughput during the communications. Since the same channel estimation
should also be used by the benchmarks, we only focus our attention on the
data transmission performance comparisons in this work.

3At least τ orthogonal pilots can be generated upon using the SVD-based
method [47].
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CN

0, (βm,n,k −
τp̃pβ

2
m,n,k

σ2+τp̃p
N∑

n′=1

K∑
k′=1

βm,n′,k′ |ϕ
†
n,kϕn′,k′ |2

)ILm

,

where βm,n,k denotes the large-scale fading of the link
between the APm and the DUn,k.

Similarly, the pilot signal of the UUs received by the APm
can be expressed as

Yu
m =

√
τ p̃p

Nu∑
i=1

hTm,iϕ
†
i + Nm, (47)

where ϕi ∈ Cτ×1 is the pilot sequence of the
UUi, which satisfies ‖ϕi‖2 = 1, and the chan-
nel estimation error δm,i of hm,i follows δm,i ∼

CN

0, (βm,i −
τp̃pβ

2
m,i

σ2+τp̃p
Nu∑
i′=1

βm,i′ |ϕ
†
iϕi′ |2

)ILm

, where βm,i

denotes the large-scale fading of the link between the APm
and the UUi.

Generally, we assume that the DUs and the UUs share an
orthogonal set of pilots, while the DUs in a cluster employ the
same pilot signals and the users in different clusters rely on
different pilots. Explicitly, for any two users k′ and k in the
n-th cluster, we have ϕn,k = ϕn,k′ , ϕ

†
n,kϕn,k′ = 1, and for

any two users k and k̄ in any two clusters n and n′ (n′ 6= n),
we have ϕ†

n′,k̄
ϕn,k = 0. Similarly, we have ϕ†iϕi′ = 1 if

i = i′, and ϕ†iϕi′ = 0 otherwise.
Note that the SIC order of NOMA users is determined by

the estimated channel quality, which can be expressed as

πn(l) > πn(k), if
M∑
m=1

∣∣∣ĥm,n,l∣∣∣2 > M∑
m=1

∣∣∣ĥm,n,k∣∣∣2 . (48)

It may be readily seen that the channel estimation error
has a direct impact both on the beamforming and SIC order
design, which may lead to a sum-rate degradation. Therefore,
designing both the pilots and the channel estimation algorithm
for improving the estimation accuracy as well as proposing
bespoke beamforming optimization algorithms for mitigating
the channel estimation error constitute our future research.
B. Comparison Benchmarks

Moreover, the following benchmarks are used for compar-
isons, and the frequency band occupation of each scheme is
plotted in Fig. 3.
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Figure 3: Illustration of frequency bands occupied by users.

• The FD cell-based NOMA system: A single FD-enabled
AP is deployed within the specific region, whose maximal

4The power level of residual SI varies, depending on different RF chains
and antenna designs. Here, we consider the best-case conditions associated
with ρSI = −130dB to study the maximum performance gain facilitated by
the proposed system.

Table III: SIMULATION PARAMETERS [24], [43]

Parameter Value

Noise power σ2 -90dBm

Pilot transmit power p̃p 20dBm

System bandwidth W 15MHz

Shadowed Rician channel factor (mr, br,Ωr) (5, 0.251, 0.279)

Speed of light c 3× 108m/s

Radius of cell-free systems 1000m

Residual SI ρSI 4 [-110, -130]dB [24], [48]

Maximal transmit power of UUs Pmax
u 33dBm

Length of pilot sequence τ 56

Maximal transmit power of APs PmaxAP 46dBm

Carrier frequency fc 20GHz

Maximum transmit power of satellite 60dBm

User antenna gain ϑ̃ 4.8dB

Satellite’s 3dB beam-width θ3dB 0.3◦

Noise Temperature T 300K

Reference distance (d0, d1) (10, 50)m

Altitude of satellite dh 35786km

Fixed PAFs of NOMA DL (0.8 0.2)

Boltzman constant KB 1.38× 10−23J/K

νs 53.45dB

transmit power is set to
∑M
m=1 P

max
AP , and its number of

antennas is set to
∑M
m=1 Lm. NOMA is employed as the

MA technique.
• FDD cell-free NOMA system: Multiple APs are dis-

tributed within the region for supporting the DL and UL
services via the FDD technique. NOMA is employed as
the MA technique.

• FDD cell-free OMA system: Multiple APs provide DL
and UL services via FDD technique with employing
OMA as the MA technique.

• Optimized beamforming and fixed power allocation
(OBFP): The beamforming vectors of the satellite and
of the APs are optimized, the PAFs of the NOMA DL
set to (0.8, 0.2).

• Zero-forcing and fixed power allocation (ZF-FP): The
ZF is employed both at the satellite and at the APs, the
PAFs of the NOMA DL set to (0.8, 0.2), and the uplink
transmit power is set to 33dBm for all UUs.

C. Simulation Results

Fig. 4 portrays the system topology of the cell-free net-
works, where the APs, the UUs and the DUs are distributed
within a 1000m radius circle, 2 SUs are served via the satellite
DL, 8 APs are spread out to serve 4 DUs and 2UUs, while the
DUs are assigned into 2 clusters with 2 DUs in each cluster.

Fig. 5 illustrates the convergence performance of our pro-
posed algorithm for a random channel. The number of APs
is set to 8, 4 DUs and 2UUs are simultaneously served by
all APs and 2 SUs are served by the satellite DL within the
same frequency band as the DUs and UUs. The number of
antennas at the satellite is set to 2. As illustrated in Fig. 5,
our proposed algorithm converges as the number of iterations
is increase and the converged solution can be obtained in 10
iterations.
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Figure 4: System topology of cell-free systems within 1000m
radius circle.
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Figure 5: The convergence vs. the number of iterations.

Fig. 6 illustrates the sum-rate of our proposed FD cell-
free NOMA system versus the number of APs compared to
the FDD cell-free NOMA system, where both perfect and
imperfect channel estimation are considered. Note that the
channel estimation error is derived in Section VI-A3, and
realistic imperfect SIC is considered by setting the residual
SIC parameter to 0.1. The maximal transmit power of each
AP is set to 46dBm, the number of antennas at each AP
is set to Lm = 4, the number of DUs is 4, the number of
satellite antennas is 2, the number of SUs is set to Ns = 2,
the minimal required rate of the DUs, the SUs, and the UUs
are set to 0.5bps/Hz, 0.5bps/Hz and 1.0bps/Hz, respectively,
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Figure 6: Sum-rate versus the number of APs.

and γ̄ = 0.5bps/Hz. The results indicate that 1) the sum-
rate performance can be enhanced by employing the FD
scheme compared to FDD systems; 2) the OBOP algorithm
outperforms the conventional ZF-FP algorithm, and the per-
formance gain of our proposed OBOP over ZF-FP becomes
more pronounced as M increases; 3) the imperfect SIC will
inflict additional interference, hence degrading the system
performance; 4) the sum-rate increases with the number of
APs, because the users are guaranteed to be near at least one
AP as the density of APs increases.
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Figure 7: Sum-rate versus the maximum transmit power of
each AP.

In Fig. 7, we plot the sum-rate of cell-free systems versus
the maximum transmit power of the APs, where the number
of APs is set to M = 8, the number of antennas at each AP is
set to Lm = 4, the number of DUs is 4, the number of UUs
is 2, the maximal transmit power of UUs is set to 33dBm,
the residual interference parameter of imperfect SIC is set
to 0.1. The performance of both the FDD and the cell-based
system is also included for comparisons. It can be observed
that the sum-rate increases linearly with the transmit power.
However, if the transmit power is lower than 30dBm, the
rate constraints may not be guaranteed due to the deleterious
effects of interference and the presence of constraints, which
leads to potential infeasibility. Moreover, the results also
indicate that: 1) employing FD and NOMA schemes in cell-
free systems is capable of significantly increasing the sum-
rate by simultaneously serving the DUs and the UUs; 2) the
cell-free system outperforms the cell-based system, and the
performance gap between the cell-free and cell-based systems
becomes more pronounced upon approaching Pmax

AP , which
can be readily explained. Compared to the cell-based system
using a single AP, the distributed APs bring the antennas closer
to users, hence reducing the propagation loss. In addition, the
ICI can be mitigated due to our sophisticated beamformer and
transmit power allocation at each AP of the cell-free system,
where some APs serve all clusters, while other only serve
some clusters. By contrast, in the cell-based system, all the
clusters are served by a single AP, which leads to a high ICI,
despite increasing the transmit power.

Fig. 8 illustrates the sum-rate performance of the channel
models in [43] and [44], where the impact of different rainfall
intensities is considered [45]. The simulation parameters are
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Figure 8: Sum-rate performance of different satellite channel
models.

the same as in Fig. 7, and we consider perfect channel
estimation. It can be observed that the sum-rate degrades upon
increasing arain. This can be readily explained. Explicitly,
our proposed beamforming design significantly mitigates the
interference between the satellite and terrestrial networks (e.g.,
interference between the DUs and the SUs). However, the
UUs do not have beamforming capability, hence their transmit
power may be reduced upon increasing arain for mitigating
their interference imposed on SUs, in order to guarantee the
QoS requirements of SUs. Therefore, the UUs’ rates decrease,
and so does the total sum-rate. Moreover, the performance
associated with the channel model of [44] shows a degradation
compared to that under the channel model of [43]. This
is because the channel model of [44] takes more kinds of
attenuation (e.g. clutter loss) into consideration.
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Figure 9: Sum-rate versus the number of DUs.

Fig. 9 shows the sum-rate versus the number of DUs, where
the number of UUs is set to 2, all the DUs and UUs are
served by 8 APs, each AP is equipped with Lm = 4 antennas,
and has the maximal transmit power of 46dBm. The satellite
is equipped with 2 antennas and it serves 2 SUs on the
ground. The results indicate that: 1) the sum-rate performance
increases with the number of DUs; 2) our proposed FD cell-
free NOMA system outperforms the FDD and cell-based
systems in terms of the sum-rate; 3) the efficiency of our
proposed OBOP algorithm is validated. Furthermore, observe
from Fig. 9 that the performance gain of the cell-free system

over its cell-based counterpart becomes more pronounced upon
increasing the number of DUs. One of the main reasons for this
trend is that increasing the number of DUs increases the ICI
in the cell-based system, while in the cell-free system the ICI
can be mitigated by controlling the transmit power assigned
to the clusters at each AP.
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Figure 10: Sum-rate versus the maximal power of uplink users.

Fig. 10 depicts the sum-rate versus the maximal transmit
power of the UUs, where 4 DUs and 2 UUs are simultaneously
served by 8 APs by the FD scheme. Each AP is equipped
with 4 antennas and its maximal transmit power is set to
40dBm. The number of SUs is set to Ns = 2, and the number
of antennas at the satellite is 2. We consider both perfect
and imperfect channel estimation as discussed in Section
VI-A3, and also draw the performance curve of the OBFP
algorithm. The results show that: 1) the FD aided cell-free
system outperforms the FDD assisted system, while upon
increasing the uplink transmit power, the performance gap
between the FD and the FDD schemes becomes small due
to the escalating CCI caused by the FD scheme; 2) our
proposed OBOP algorithm achieves higher sum-rate than the
OBFP, which demonstrates importance of sophisticated power
allocation in the NOMA DL; 3) our proposed sophisticated
SIC order design outperforms the fixed SIC order in terms of
the sum-rate without any additional complexity.
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Figure 11: Sum-rate versus the number UUs.

In Fig. 11, the sum-rate versus the number of UUs is por-
trayed. The performance of the proposed OBOP algorithm is
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compared to that of the ZF-FP algorithm, and the performance
relying on realistic imperfect channel state information is also
shown. The number of DUs is set to 4, served by 8 APs with
the minimal required rate set to 0.5bps/Hz, and the minimal re-
quired rate of UUs is set to 1.0bps/Hz. Furthermore, 2 SUs are
served by the 2-antenna satellite via the same time/frequency
slot as in the cell-free system, where each SU has the minimal
required rate of 0.5bps/Hz. Our simulation results indicate the
sum-rate improvement attained upon increasing the number of
UUs. Furthermore, the imperfect channel estimation degrades
the networking performance: in both the DL and UL, because
it erodes the accuracy of beamformer design and the ZF
detection performance at the APs, hence degrades the power
of the desired received signals as well as the interference
mitigation capability.

VII. CONCLUSION

In this paper, a NOMA aided FD cell-free system was
proposed for SGINs in order to improve the SE. The satellite
serves the SUs within the same frequency band as the ter-
restrial cell-free systems, where the UL and DL users were
simultaneously served by the FD-enabled APs within the
same time- and frequency-resource. NOMA was employed as
the MA technique in our cell-free systems. We formulated
a sum-rate maximization problem by jointly optimizing the
power allocation factors of the NOMA DL, the uplink transmit
power of UUs, and the beamformer at both the satellite and
APs. To solve the resultant non-convex problem, SCA and
SDP methods were conceived for converting the resultant
intractable problem into an equivalent convex one. Our simu-
lation results validated that our proposed system outperforms
both its conventional cell-based and FDD aided counterparts
in terms of its SE, and the effectiveness of our proposed
SIC order design for NOMA was validated. Moreover, future
works are to study the max-min user fairness, geometric mean
rate optimization [49] and bit error rate performance of our
proposed system.
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